The Department of Modern Languages and Literatures
Presents the Arabic Film

Taimour & Shafi'aa

Romance! Comedy! Drama! This movie has it all!

The story revolves around Taimour who studies to be a policeman and later on to be a private bodyguard, who has always been in love with Shafiaa, the neighbor's daughter, who grows up to be an A student and a professor in Nature and later on a Minster of Nature. Their love grows deeper through the years, they both live with their moms because both of them became widowed before the kids grow up. The troubles begin when Shafiaa lies to Taimour and then she becomes a Prime Minister and he becomes her bodyguard. Before that Taimour swears that from the day she lied to him, she will become like a sister to him and he kept that promise for 7 years.

November 12th from 7:00pm – 8:45pm in room AHB 1B04.
Everyone is Welcome!
The film is in Arabic with English Subtitles.